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Quiete e visione profonda - Amadeo Solé-Leris 2016-04-27
"... Cominciai a seguire l'insegnamento del Buddha dal momento in cui
capii che il vero e proprio non è una religione - una fede in una Divinità e
in una relazione con Essa, comunque articolata -, ma un umanesimo e,
più concretamente, un sistema etico-psicologico che propone metodi
pratici per raggiungere, qui e ora, la piena realizzazione delle proprie
potenzialità benefiche. In Occidente, l'insegnamento del Buddha è stato
più volte 'interpretato' in senso più o meno teistico: il Buddha come Dio o
come sua rappresentazione/manifestazione. Ma quando mi resi conto che
il Buddha (il Risvegliato) non pretendeva essere un Dio o un profeta,
bensì esempio supremo di ciò che l'essere umano può diventare, mi dissi:
“Questo sì che ha un senso: il Risvegliato insegna agli altri, come
risvegliarsi". Questo testo vuole contribuire alla comprensione della
natura pratica e concreta dell'insegnamento del Buddha, il cui cuore è
l'esercizio meditativo. Vi sono delineate le sue caratteristiche essenziali,
per offrire al lettore non specializzato un'introduzione generale, che
possa incoraggiare a farne esperienza. “Nel 1972 in Sri Lanka (...) ebbi la
fortuna di leggere le parole del Buddha: la spiegazione di quello che lui
stesso aveva sperimentato, e di come anche altri possano arrivare alla
stessa esperienza. E così scoprii la straordinaria semplicità e la profonda
concretezza del sentiero di quiete e visione profonda, da lui indicato. Mi
dedicai, quindi, allo studio dell'antica lingua pali e dei testi. Nel 1974 feci
un corso di meditazione Vipassana con il maestro indo-birmano S.N.
Goenka; questa pratica dell'insegnamento del Buddha mi convinse ad
accettare la sua validità , come guida di vita, e ad impegnarmi da allora
al continuativo esercizio meditativo di Vipassana. Ben sapendo che è una
strada lunga, a ogni passo mi appare giusta e benefica."
The Six Pillars of Self-esteem - Nathaniel Branden 1994
Demonstrates the role of self-esteem in psychological health and
presents six action-based practices that provide a foundation for daily life
A Fine Romance - Candice Bergen 2015-04-07
In this New York Times bestseller, acclaimed actress Candice Bergen
“shows how to do a memoir right...The self-possessed, witty, and downto-earth voice that made Bergen’s first memoir a hit when it was
published in 1984 has only been deepened by life’s surprises” (The New
York Times Book Review). “Candice Bergen is unflinchingly honest” (The
Washington Post), and in A Fine Romance she describes her first
marriage at age thirty-four to famous French director Louis Malle; her
overpowering love for her daughter, Chloe; the unleashing of her inner
comic with Murphy Brown; her trauma over Malle’s death; her joy at
finding new love; and her pride at watching Chloe blossom. In her
decidedly nontraditional marriage to the insatiably curious Louis, Bergen
takes readers on world travels to the sets where each made films.
Pregnant with Chloe at age thirty-nine, this mature primigravida also
recounts a journey through motherhood that includes plundering the
Warner Bros. costume closets for Halloween getups and never leaving
her ever-expanding menagerie out of the fun. She offers priceless,
behind-the-scenes looks at Murphy Brown, from caterwauling with
Aretha Franklin to the surreal experience of becoming headline news
when Dan Quayle took exception to her character becoming a single
mother. Bergen tackles familiar rites of passage with moving honesty:
the rigors of caring for a spouse in his final illness, getting older, and
falling in love again after she was tricked into a blind date. By the time
the last page is turned, “we’re all likely to be wishing Bergen
herself—funny, insightful, self-deprecating, flawed (and not especially
concerned about that), and slugging her way through her older years
with bemused determination—was living next door” (USA TODAY).
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Resonant Leadership - Richard Boyatzis 2005-09-14
The blockbuster best seller Primal Leadership introduced us to
"resonant" leaders--individuals who manage their own and others'
emotions in ways that drive success. Leaders everywhere recognized the
validity of resonant leadership, but struggled with how to achieve and
sustain resonance amid the relentless demands of work and life. Now,
Richard Boyatzis and Annie McKee provide an indispensable guide to
overcoming the vicious cycle of stress, sacrifice, and dissonance that
afflicts many leaders. Drawing from extensive multidisciplinary research
and real-life stories, Resonant Leadership offers a field-tested framework
for creating the resonance that fuels great leadership. Rather than
constantly sacrificing themselves to workplace demands, leaders can
manage the cycle using specific techniques to combat stress, avoid
burnout, and renew themselves physically, mentally, and emotionally.
The book reveals that the path to resonance is through mindfulness,
hope, and compassion and shows how intentionally employing these
qualities creates effective and enduring leadership. Great leaders are
resonant leaders. Resonant Leadership offers the inspiration--and tools-to spark and sustain resonance in ourselves and in those we lead.
Corso di Meditazione di Mindfulness. Conosco, conduco, calmo il
mio pensare. Con 8 brani per la pratica da scaricare online - Ennio
Preziosi 2016-02-12T00:00:00+01:00
1414.8
Courage to Stand Alone - U. G. Krishnamurti 2020-12-08
The author U.G. Krishnamurti was a speaker and philosopher. This
collection of talks from Amsterdam in the early 1980s has some of his
best and most startling ideas. This interview transcript discusses these
questions: Do you have the guts to question the spiritual journey you've
been led to believe is the path to enlightenment? Is enlightenment even
real? Where do these questions come from? What do you seek?
Mindfulness. Per una mente amica. Coltivare la consapevolezza,
liberarsi dai pensieri negativi e scoprire la felicità - Attilio Piazza
2012
The Digitally Divided Self - Ivo Quartiroli 2012-07-10
"It isn't easy to find an informed and critical look at the impact of digital
media practices on human lives and minds. Ivo Quartiroli offers an
informed critique based in both an understanding of technology and of
human consciousness." --Howard Rheingold, author of The Virtual
Community and Smart Mobs. Howard Rheingold, Derrick de Kerckhove,
Arthur Kroker, Eric McLuhan, Michael McLuhan, Douglas Rushkoff,
Michael Wesch, Hilarie Cash, Erik Davis, Michael Heim, Maggie Jackson,
Ervin Laszlo and others on the forefront of technology and media studies
praised The Digitally Divided Self as a milestone in the understanding of
human nature in relationship with digital technology. Intersecting media
studies, psychology and spirituality, The Digitally Divided Self exposes
the nature of the malleable mind and explores the religious and
philosophical influences which leave it obsessed with the incessant flow
of information.
Anger - Thich Nhat Hanh 2002-09-03
"[Thich Nhat Hanh] shows us the connection between personal, inner
peace and peace on earth." –His Holiness The Dalai Lama Nominated by
Martin Luther King, Jr. for a Nobel Peace Prize, Thich Nhat Hanh is one
of today’s leading sources of wisdom, peace, compassion and comfort. It
was under the bodhi tree in India twenty-five centuries ago that Buddha
achieved the insight that three states of mind were the source of all our
unhappiness: wrong knowing, obsessive desire, and anger. All are
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difficult, but in one instant of anger—one of the most powerful
emotions—lives can be ruined, and health and spiritual development can
be destroyed. With exquisite simplicity, Buddhist monk and Vietnam
refugee Thich Nhat Hanh gives tools and advice for transforming
relationships, focusing energy, and rejuvenating those parts of ourselves
that have been laid waste by anger. His extraordinary wisdom can
transform your life and the lives of the people you love, and in the words
of Thich Nhat Hanh, can give each reader the power "to change
everything."
I for Isobel - Amy Witting 2014-01-29
Winner of the Barbara Ramsden Prize, 1990. This was life: no sooner had
you built yourself your little raft and felt secure than it came to pieces
under you and you were swimming again. Born into a world without
welcome, Isobel observes it as warily as an alien trying to pass for a
native. Her collection of imaginary friends includes the Virgin Mary and
Sherlock Holmes. Later she meets Byron, W.H. Auden and T.S. Eliot.
Isobel is not so much at ease with the flesh-and-blood people she meets,
and least of all with herself, until a lucky encounter and a little detective
work reveal her identity and her true situation in life. I for Isobel, a
modern-day Australian classic, was followed by Isobel on the Way to the
Corner Shop, winner of the Age Book of the Year Award. Amy Witting
was born in Annandale, an inner suburb of Sydney, in 1918. She
attended Sydney University, then taught French and English in state
schools. Beginning late in life she published six novels, including The
Visit, I for Isobel, Isobel on the Way to the Corner Shop and Maria's War;
two collections of short stories; two books of verse, Travel Diary and
Beauty is the Straw; and her Collected Poems. 'When we come to write
the history of Australian writing in the twentieth century, the strange
case of Amy Witting will be there to haunt us. Here is a writer who not
only has great gifts - the kind of expert and mimetic gifts that would
impel instant recognition from someone who admired a fine-lined
American naturalist like William Maxwell - but a realist who has an
effortless immediacy and a compelling sense of drama that should have
ensured the widest kind of appeal, the sort of appeal that Helen Garner
could command in her fiction-writing days. And yet this woman who
published in the New Yorker and commanded the respect of Kenneth
Slessor was scarcely encouraged during the long grey sleep of Australian
fiction publishing. It wasn't until the publication of I for Isobel...that
Witting gained a national profile.' Peter Craven 'Australia's Amy Witting
is comparable to Jean Rhys, but she has more starch, or vinegar. The
effect is bracing.' New Yorker 'Isobel is instinctively searching for a lost
part of her substance, the very memory of which has been obliterated.
Prompted by her inexplicable sense of loss, she goes on her way,
deviating, baffled, yet rejecting substitutes. To call the ending happy is to
say both too much and too little. Was the lost part also searching for her?
Amy Witting's admirers will find this novel as distinctive and compelling
as her stories and her poetry.' Jessica Anderson '[Witting] lays bare with
surgical precision the dynamics of families, sibling, students in coffee
shops, office coteries. One sometimes feels positively winded with
unsettling insights. There is something relentless, almost unnerving in
her anatomising of foibles, fears obsessions, private shame, the nature of
loneliness, the nature of panic.' Janette Turner Hospital 'A beautifully but
unobtrusively honed style, a marvellous ear for dialogue, a generous
understanding of the complex waywardness of men and women.' Andrew
Riemer 'Terrific - incredibly wise...When I finished it I went straight back
to the first page.' Cate Kennedy
No Death, No Fear - Thich Nhat Hanh 2003-08-05
"[Thich Nhat Hanh] shows us the connection between personal, inner
peace and peace on earth." --His Holiness The Dalai Lama Nominated by
Martin Luther King, Jr. for a Nobel Peace Prize, Thich Nhat Hanh is one
of today’s leading sources of wisdom, peace, compassion and comfort.
With hard-won wisdom and refreshing insight, Thich Nhat Hanh
confronts a subject that has been contemplated by Buddhist monks and
nuns for twenty-five-hundred years— and a question that has been
pondered by almost anyone who has ever lived: What is death? In No
Death, No Fear, the acclaimed teacher and poet examines our concepts
of death, fear, and the very nature of existence. Through Zen parables,
guided meditations, and personal stories, he explodes traditional myths
of how we live and die. Thich Nhat Hanh shows us a way to live a life
unfettered by fear.
Gambling Disorders in Women - Henrietta Bowden-Jones 2017-07-14
This book brings together an international selection of academics with
expertise in problem gambling issues in women, with chapters reflecting
ongoing work with female gamblers across the world in both group and
individual settings. In choosing such a specific patient group, the authors
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aim to raise the profile of gambling disorders in women and also provide
fellow professionals across the world with a shared understanding of
evidence based treatment and recovery in problem gambling literature
and research. Gambling Disorders in Women: An International Female
Perspective on Treatment and Research will provide professionals
working in addictions and policy-making with much-needed knowledge
about a seriously under-represented area, and about which many
professionals feel they would like to know more. The book will also
highlight different international approaches to the provision of treatment
for women in each country as well as the epidemiology of the illness.
The Self-Compassion Diet - Jean Fain 2011-01-01
Self-Love: Your Greatest Guide on the Path to Healthy Weight The secret
to sustainable weight loss isn’t counting calories or depriving yourself at
the dinner table. Jean Fain tells us it’s about cultivating awareness and
self-acceptance wherever you are. With The Self-Compassion Diet, this
Harvard Medical School–affiliated psychotherapist prescribes a practical
program for transforming the way you think and feel about food and your
whole self—a shift that, paradoxically, inspires physical change.
Combining loving-kindness, self-hypnosis, and other winning weight-loss
strategies, The Self Compassion Diet is available in two complementary
formats to help you naturally progress toward genuine self-acceptance
and a healthy, sustainable weight. With more than 30 different tools
including quizzes, breathing exercises, and visualizations, the book
explores four powerful weight-loss methods. The audio edition guides
you through 11 key practices described in the book. Used together, this
powerful combination can speed learning and boost success. Additional
topics include: How to appreciate the everyday activity of eating, and
learn to trust your body’s signals that it’s nourished Gradual change—a
guided visualization for developing mindful eating habits A meditation
for getting to know the diet coach who knows you best—your
compassionate inner advisor “Most dieters try to ‘kill cravings’ and break
habits with self-discipline,” teaches Fain. “Self-kindness can help quiet
the shame that traditional diets instill, and establish a harmonious
relationship with food.” The Self Compassion Diet book and audio offer a
treasury of heart-opening mind-body teachings and practices for
improving the way you live, breathe, and eat.
The Jesuit Reading of Confucius - Thierry Meynard 2015-05-12
Thierry Meynard examines how the Jesuits in China came to understand
the Confucian tradition, and how they offered the first complete
translation of the Lunyu in the West, in the Confucius Sinarum
Philosophus (Confucius, the Philosopher of China, 1687).
Dancing with Parkinson's - Sara Houston 2019-10-01
This book explores the experience and value of dancing for people living
with the neurodegenerative disorder Parkinson’s disease. Linking
aesthetic values to wellbeing, Sara Houston articulates the importance of
the dancing experience for those with Parkinson’s, and argues that the
benefits of participatory dance are best understood through the
experiences, lives, needs and challenges of people living with Parkinson’s
who have chosen to dance. Presenting personal narratives from a study
that investigates the experience of people with Parkinson’s who dance,
intertwined with the social and political contexts in which the dancers
live, this volume examines the personal and systemic issues as well as
the attitudes and identities that shape people’s relationship to dance.
Taking this new primary research as a starting point, Dancing with
Parkinson’s builds an argument for how dance becomes a way of helping
people live well with Parkinson’s.
Anche il tuo talento fa la differenza. Storie imprenditoriali di eccellenza
italiana - Laura Ricci 2015-04-08T00:00:00+02:00
1490.54
Eufeeling! - Frank J. Kinslow, Dr. 2012-07-15
Within the pages of Dr. Kinslow’s new book you will learn to go beyond
the instant healing power of Quantum Entrainment to, with a single
procedure, realize your deepest spiritual and material goals. You will
learn how to find your Eufeeling, the hub around which all the creative
forces of nature revolve, then how to use it to form a powerful and
immediately effective intention. Making the most abstract subjects easy
to understand and practical to use, Dr. Kinslow shows the reader how to
tap their natural harmonizing zones deep within their minds. He is the
discoverer and developer of Quantum Entrainment, the ground-breaking
healing technique that thousands around the globe have successfully
used to eliminate emotional and physical discord in themselves and
others. Now, in Eufeeling! Dr. Kinslow brings to bear that same easy
style of coaching that was so successful in teaching you Quantum
Entrainment. In Eufeeling! Dr. Kinslow introduces the reader to the QE
Intention, a unique and practical tool that anyone can use to improve
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emotional and physical disharmony, unsettled relationships and financial
difficulties, and even influence environmental stresses. QE Intention
shows you how a simple shift in your awareness will organize the
creative forces of nature in your favor as easily as iron filings align in the
presence of a strong magnet. QE Intention can quickly satisfy even your
deepest desires. Once initiated, QE Intention is effortless and
extraordinarily effective. It uses the creative energy and harmony of
Eufeeling as a spiritual launching pad to quickly accomplish material
goals. If you are already doing intention work you will find that adding
QE Intention to your practice will greatly accelerate the results you are
already having. And what's more exciting, creating a QE Intention takes
no special training or talent. If you are reading these words you have
everything you need to create a QE Intention.
The Miracle of Mindfulness - Thich Nhat Hanh 1999-05-01
One of the best available introductions to the wisdom and beauty of
meditation practice. --New Age Journal In this beautiful and lucid guide,
Zen master Thich Nhat Hanh offers gentle anecdotes and practical
exercise as a means of learning the skills of mindfulness--being awake
and fully aware. From washing the dishes to answering the phone to
peeling an orange, he reminds us that each moment holds within it an
opportunity to work toward greater self-understanding and peacefulness.
General Theory of the Precariat - Alex Foti 2017-10-12
From the fast-food industry to the sharing economy, precarious work has
become the norm in contemporary capitalism, like the anti-globalization
movement predicted it would. This book describes how the precariat
came into being under neoliberalism and how it has radicalized in
response to crisis and austerity. It investigates the political economy of
precarity and the historical sociology of the precariat, and discusses
movements of precarious youth against oligopoly and oligarchy in
Europe, America, and East Asia.
The Little Book of Gratitude - Dr Robert A Emmons PhD 2016-07-14
Gratitude is the simple, scientifically proven way to increase happiness
and encourage greater joy, love, peace, and optimism into our lives.
Through easy practices, such as keeping a daily gratitude journal,
writing letters of thanks, and meditating on the good we have received,
we can improve our health and wellbeing, enhance our relationships,
encourage healthy sleep, and heighten feelings of connectedness. Easily
accessible and available to everyone, the practice of gratitude will
benefit every area of your life and generate a positive ripple effect. This
beautiful book, written by Dr Robert A Emmons, Professor of Psychology
at UC Davis, California, discusses the benefits of gratitude and teaches
easy techniques to foster gratitude every day.
Start with Why - Simon Sinek 2011-12-27
The inspirational bestseller that ignited a movement and asked us to find
our WHY Discover the book that is captivating millions on TikTok and
that served as the basis for one of the most popular TED Talks of all
time—with more than 56 million views and counting. Over a decade ago,
Simon Sinek started a movement that inspired millions to demand
purpose at work, to ask what was the WHY of their organization. Since
then, millions have been touched by the power of his ideas, and these
ideas remain as relevant and timely as ever. START WITH WHY asks
(and answers) the questions: why are some people and organizations
more innovative, more influential, and more profitable than others? Why
do some command greater loyalty from customers and employees alike?
Even among the successful, why are so few able to repeat their success
over and over? People like Martin Luther King Jr., Steve Jobs, and the
Wright Brothers had little in common, but they all started with WHY.
They realized that people won't truly buy into a product, service,
movement, or idea until they understand the WHY behind it. START
WITH WHY shows that the leaders who have had the greatest influence
in the world all think, act and communicate the same way—and it's the
opposite of what everyone else does. Sinek calls this powerful idea The
Golden Circle, and it provides a framework upon which organizations can
be built, movements can be led, and people can be inspired. And it all
starts with WHY.
Full Catastrophe Living (Revised Edition) - Jon Kabat-Zinn 2013-09-24
The landmark work on mindfulness, meditation, and healing, now revised
and updated after twenty-five years Stress. It can sap our energy,
undermine our health if we let it, even shorten our lives. It makes us
more vulnerable to anxiety and depression, disconnection and disease.
Based on Jon Kabat-Zinn’s renowned mindfulness-based stress reduction
program, this classic, groundbreaking work—which gave rise to a whole
new field in medicine and psychology—shows you how to use medically
proven mind-body approaches derived from meditation and yoga to
counteract stress, establish greater balance of body and mind, and
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stimulate well-being and healing. By engaging in these mindfulness
practices and integrating them into your life from moment to moment
and from day to day, you can learn to manage chronic pain, promote
optimal healing, reduce anxiety and feelings of panic, and improve the
overall quality of your life, relationships, and social networks. This
second edition features results from recent studies on the science of
mindfulness, a new Introduction, up-to-date statistics, and an extensive
updated reading list. Full Catastrophe Living is a book for the young and
the old, the well and the ill, and anyone trying to live a healthier and
saner life in our fast-paced world. Praise for Full Catastrophe Living “To
say that this wise, deep book is helpful to those who face the challenges
of human crisis would be a vast understatement. It is essential, unique,
and, above all, fundamentally healing.”—Donald M. Berwick, M.D.,
president emeritus and senior fellow, Institute for Healthcare
Improvement “One of the great classics of mind/body medicine.”—Rachel
Naomi Remen, M.D., author of Kitchen Table Wisdom “A book for
everyone . . . Jon Kabat-Zinn has done more than any other person on the
planet to spread the power of mindfulness to the lives of ordinary people
and major societal institutions.”—Richard J. Davidson, founder and chair,
Center for Investigating Healthy Minds, University of Wisconsin–Madison
“This is the ultimate owner’s manual for our lives. What a gift!”—Amy
Gross, former editor in chief, O: The Oprah Magazine “I first read Full
Catastrophe Living in my early twenties and it changed my life.”—ChadeMeng Tan, Jolly Good Fellow of Google and author of Search Inside
Yourself “Jon Kabat-Zinn’s classic work on the practice of mindfulness to
alleviate stress and human suffering stands the test of time, a most
useful resource and practical guide. I recommend this new edition
enthusiastically to doctors, patients, and anyone interested in learning to
use the power of focused awareness to meet life’s challenges, whether
great or small.”—Andrew Weil, M.D., author of Spontaneous Happiness
and 8 Weeks to Optimum Health “How wonderful to have a new and
updated version of this classic book that invited so many of us down a
path that transformed our minds and awakened us to the beauty of each
moment, day-by-day, through our lives. This second edition, building on
the first, is sure to become a treasured sourcebook and traveling
companion for new generations who seek the wisdom to live full and
fulfilling lives.”—Diana Chapman Walsh, Ph.D., president emerita of
Wellesley College
Success Through a Positive Mental Attitude - Napoleon Hill
2019-10-05
Your success, health, happiness, and wealth depend on how you make up
your mind! One side of your mind has positive mental attitude and the
other side has negative mental attitude. A positive attitude will naturally
attract the good and the beautiful. The negative attitude will rob you of
all that makes life worth living. By helping you recognize the important
person that you are and making you believe that you can change your
world, this book helps you discover and unleash the power of your
mental attitude.
RILASSAMENTO e MEDITAZIONE per superare ansia e stress Roberto Ausilio 2021-04
Hai spesso la mente piena di pensieri e non riesci a fermare quel dannato
criceto che gira nella tua testa? Ti capita di sentirti preoccupato per ciò
che accadrà in futuro o rimugini sul passato? Le emozioni disfunzionali
come rabbia, tristezza e paura prendono in ostaggio la tua vita? Impara a
rilassarti! In questo manuale, Roberto Ausilio, che da quasi vent’anni si
occupa di benessere psicofisico, ti accompagna a scoprire e ad applicare
le migliori strategie pratiche per l’evoluzione e la crescita personale.
Attraverso uno stile semplice e pratico, apprenderai le migliori tecniche
di rilassamento e tante preziose abitudini che renderanno la tua vita una
spirale di gioia, serenità e benessere autentico. Indice Introduzione Verso un centro di gravità permanente - SEZIONE A: Tecniche di
respirazione - La respirazione diaframmatica - Breath walking e
pranayama - Respirare la vita - Raggiungi i tuoi obiettivi respirando SEZIONE B: Tecniche di rilassamento - Il training autogeno - Il posto
sicuro - Rilassamento muscolare progressivo - La visualizzazione SEZIONE C: Bioenergetica - Il grounding - Il bacino e la sessualità - Il
controllo, spalle e collo - Rabbia e aggressività - SEZIONE D:
Meditazione - Meditazione zen - Meditazione kundalini - Meditazione
body scan - Meditazione camminata - Le tabelle degli esercizi Conclusioni - Bibliografia
The Betrayal of the Body - Alexander Lowen 2012-07-01
The Betrayal of the Body is Alexander Lowen's pioneering study of the
mind-body split. Lowen describes the way people deny the reality, needs,
and feelings of their bodies. This denial leads to the development of the
division between mind and body, creating an over-charged ego obsessed
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with thinking at the expense of feeling and being. This book illustrates
the energetic factors behind the split, the factors that produce it, and the
proven therapeutic techniques that are available to treat it. Lowen
further explores the mind-body duality in the individual and its parallel
duality and dysfunction in society between culture and nature, and
between thinking and feeling.
Needfinding - Dev Patnaik 2017-07-19
For over fifty years, Needfinding has been one of the core classes in the
design program at Stanford University. Its premise is that by studying
the world around us, we can get a better understanding of what people
need, and use those insights to create meaningful new products and
services. Needfinding draws upon theory and methods from
anthropology, psychology, engineering and design planning to better
equip aspiring design researchers. Much of the class involves hands on
learning and project work. This book acts as the primary reference for
methods taught in the class. It's now available to students and nonstudents alike.
Good Citizens - Thich Nhat Hanh 2008-06-14
In Good Citizens, Thich Nhat Hanh lays out the foundation for an
international solidarity movement based on a shared sense of
compassion, mindful consumption, and right action. Following these
principles, he believes, is the path to world peace. The book is based on
our increased global interconnectedness and subsequent need for
harmonious communication and a shared ethic to make our increasingly
globalized world a more peaceful place. The book will be appreciated by
people of all faiths and cultural backgrounds. While based on the basic
Buddhist teachings of the Four Noble Truths and the Eight-Fold Path,
Thich Nhat Hanh boldly leaves Buddhist terms behind as he offers his
contribution to the creation of a truly global and nondenominational
blueprint to overcoming deep-seated divisions and a vision of a world in
harmony and the preservation of the planet. Key topics include the true
root causes of discrimination; the exploration of the various forms of
violence; economic, social, and sexual violence. He encourages the
reader to practice nonviolence in all daily interactions, elaborates on the
practice of generosity, and teaches the art of deep listening and loving
speech to help reach a compromise and reestablish communication after
misunderstandings have escalated into conflicts. Good Citizens also
contains a new wording of the Five Mindfulness Trainings (traditionally
called "precepts") for lay practitioners, bringing them in line with
modern-day needs and realities. In their new form they are concrete and
practical guidelines of ethical conduct that can be accepted by all
traditions. Good Citizens also includes the complete text of the UN
Manifesto 2000, a declaration of transforming violence and creating a
culture of peace for the benefit of the children of the world. It was
drafted by numerous Peace Nobel Prize recipients and signed by over
100 million people worldwide. Coinciding with a US presidential election
year, Good Citizens reaches across all political backgrounds and faith
traditions. It shows that dualistic thinking—Republican/Democrat,
Christian/Muslim—creates tension and a false sense of separateness.
When we realize that we share a common ethic and moral code, we can
create a community that can change the world.
Net Smart - Howard Rheingold 2012-03-16
A media guru shows us how to use social media intelligently, humanely,
and, above all, mindfully. Like it or not, knowing how to make use of
online tools without being overloaded with too much information is an
essential ingredient to personal success in the twenty-first century. But
how can we use digital media so that they make us empowered
participants rather than passive receivers, grounded, well-rounded
people rather than multitasking basket cases? In Net Smart,
cyberculture expert Howard Rheingold shows us how to use social media
intelligently, humanely, and, above all, mindfully. Mindful use of digital
media means thinking about what we are doing, cultivating an ongoing
inner inquiry into how we want to spend our time. Rheingold outlines five
fundamental digital literacies, online skills that will help us do this:
attention, participation, collaboration, critical consumption of
information (or "crap detection"), and network smarts. He explains how
attention works, and how we can use our attention to focus on the tiny
relevant portion of the incoming tsunami of information. He describes
the quality of participation that empowers the best of the bloggers,
netizens, tweeters, and other online community participants; he
examines how successful online collaborative enterprises contribute new
knowledge to the world in new ways; and he teaches us a lesson on
networks and network building. Rheingold points out that there is a
bigger social issue at work in digital literacy, one that goes beyond
personal empowerment. If we combine our individual efforts wisely, it
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could produce a more thoughtful society: countless small acts like
publishing a Web page or sharing a link could add up to a public good
that enriches everybody.
The Dog Whisperer - Graeme Sims 2014-12-04
Reverend Graeme Sims's faithful pack follow his every command as if
they can read his mind. But their willingness is down to an enlightened
training method using his technique of dog whispering, which is based
on the idea of treating the dogs as partners, not as servants, and human
and dog learning to understand each other. This detailed, step-by-step
instruction book shows you how to communicate properly with your dog,
including guidelines on: how to choose the right breed of dog for you (or
whether you're the right owner for a dog); how and when to use different
commands; how to build a bond of trust; how to overcome problems with
specific sections on the problem dog, the rescue dog, the nervous dog
and the aggressive dog. THE DOG WHISPERER is a definitive guide to
effective dog training for dog-owners and dog-lovers everywhere.
Mindfulness per una mente amica - Attilio Piazza
2012-04-12T00:00:00+02:00
Mindfulness, che alla lettera significa attenzione piena, è uno stato di
coscienza in cui siamo testimoni vigili e presenti dei nostri pensieri, delle
nostre emozioni o percezioni, momento per momento. In questo libro,
alla luce della sua lunga esperienza sul campo, Attilio Piazza ci insegna
come raggiungere tale stato di consapevolezza: concentrandoci sul
presente, liberi da pregiudizi e sovrastrutture, e sgomberando la mente
da conflitti ed emozioni negative. Con una serie di esercizi e tecniche di
meditazione, lautore ci accompagna in un percorso per sbarazzarci dei
pensieri negativi, con i loro strascichi distruttivi e dolorosi, e spalancare
le porte a quelli positivi. Gli effetti sul nostro benessere fisico e mentale
saranno sorprendenti, e sentiremo di poter finalmente realizzare il
potenziale creativo che è in ciascuno di noi, prendere saldamente in
mano la nostra vita e diventare artefici della nostra felicità. «Tutto ciò
che accade nella nostra vita accade in modo perfetto, manifestandosi in
diretta relazione con il nostro stato di coscienza, di cui la vita stessa è
parte. In altre più semplici parole, essere felici dipende soltanto da noi.»
Putting the One Minute Manager to Work - Ken Blanchard
2006-05-30
The One Minute Manager, published in 1982, took the world by storm.
More than 13 million copies have been sold in this country and it has
been translated into more than 25 languages, making it one of the most
influential books about business management ever written. The second
book in this record-breaking series, Putting the One Minute Manager to
Work, turns the three secrets of One Minute Management into day-to-day
skills and shows how they work in real-life situations. By going straight
to boardrooms and assembly lines for their examples, the authors put the
One Minute concepts into working systems that directly affect a
company's bottom line. Here is the next step in the revolutionary, simple,
and uniquely effective system that is changing how the world runs
business.
Quattro ferite, quattro risorse per il benessere - Maria Beatrice Toro
2022-10-26T00:00:00+02:00
239.348
Myths of the Asanas - Alanna Kaivalya 2020-09-08
Enhance your yoga practice with this all-new expanded edition of the
ultimate guide to the stories behind the most beloved poses of all time.
Many yoga practitioners explore the benefits of yoga through its poses,
but did you know that the magic and mystery of yoga lie within the
power of yogic mythology? Myths of the Asanas was the first book to
collect and retell the ancient tales of yogic myth to a modern audience,
and has since become a beloved resource for yoga practitioners and
instructors the world over. This expanded edition contains nine unheard
stories about some of the yoga world's most beloved poses. The myths
behind yoga’s spiritual tradition have the power to help students of all
levels realize their full potential. Understanding the subtle whimsy and
power of the child while in child’s pose gives us permission to recall
forgotten dreams and find the power to manifest them now. Learning of
the disabilities of the great sage Astavakra while attempting his armbalance pose encourages us to understand how powerful we are when we
recognize the strength that lies beyond any perceived limitations.
Marveling at the monkey-god Hanuman’s devotion to his best friend,
Ram, keeps us in alignment with our integrity during the hanumanasana
splits pose as we dig deeply to discover the source of spiritual strength
within ourselves.
The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of Group Psychotherapy - Jeffrey L.
Kleinberg 2015-06-22
Group Psychotheraphy “Finally, we have a book about group therapy that
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answers the question, ‘Is there one book that covers the waterfront but is
deep enough to provide more than just an overview of models, and can
actually help me become a better group therapist?’ This is such a book.”
International Journal of Group Psychotherapy “This volume reflects the
expansion in the field of psychodynamic group psychotherapy that today
incorporates a variety of theoretical perspectives. Leading experts from
various countries provide the reader with a clear overview of the
different approaches. In addition, there are chapters in this volume that
deal with special populations and conditions of treatment. While
providing a straightforward introduction to the plethora of material in
the field, the volume will also serve as a comprehensive resource for any
seasoned group psychotherapist.” Howard D. Kibel, Professor of
Psychiatry, New York Medical College and past President of the
American Group Psychotherapy Association, USA The Handbook of
Group Psychotherapy is a user-friendly guide to conducting group
psychotherapy in various settings and with different populations. It has
been designed as a resource for new professionals, including graduate
students in mental health, as well as more seasoned clinicians planning
to integrate group psychotherapy into their work. Bringing together preeminent group psychotherapists from different theoretical perspectives
and countries, the articles in this volume present their approaches to
conducting groups with diverse populations in different settings. Written
in straight-forward, jargon-free language, the articles directly speak to
the needs of the mental health professional planning to begin a group or
to strengthen an existing group. Whether combined with a formal class
in group techniques, human relations, or group dynamics, or in an
institute training group practitioners, or read as part of one’s own
professional development, this work is likely to advance the reader’s
clinical competency and strengthen their self-confidence as a leader.
Using a personal style and speaking from years of experience, the
contributors provide hands-on suggestions as to how a group leader
really works. From determining patient or client needs, developing
treatment goals, and constructing a group, to handling emergencies, the
contributors address the needs of the new group leader. The articles also
address issues of diversity and globalism, as well as trauma and
resiliency, making this a truly post-9/11 contribution.
Winter Blues - Norman E. Rosenthal 2012-01-01
Presents information on seasonal affective disorder, describing it causes,
symptoms, and such treatment options as light therapy, medication,
psychotherapy, exercise, and meditation.
Meditation for Busy People - Osho 2014-10-20
Meditation for Busy People offers simple strategies to reduce tension,
minimize chronic stress, and quickly relax and unwind. Nobody needs
meditation more than people who have no time to meditate. These busy
people may have tried meditation but given it up, as it seems so difficult
to integrate into a hectic lifestyle. Most traditional meditation techniques
were developed thousands of years ago for people living a very different
lifestyle than today. Few people today find it easy to just sit down and
relax. Meditation for Busy People is filled with methods that can actually
be integrated into everyday life. A morning commute becomes a
centering exercise, and the street noises outside an apartment window in
the city become an aid rather than a distraction to finding the silent
space within. Both active and passive meditation techniques are covered,
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and the aim of all the techniques is to teach the practitioner how to find
the stillness in the storm of everyday life. Many methods are specially
designed to be integrated into the reader's everyday routines, so that
they soon can tackle even the most hectic day with an attitude of relaxed
calm and playfulness.
Reason and Emotion in Psychotherapy - Albert Ellis 1996-05
When Dr. Ellis began practicing this groundbreaking new therapy in
1955, his was a little-heard voice. This book helped change it all--it was a
pioneering work in cognitive-behavior therapy, presenting a powerful,
brief, and effective psychological treatment. This revised edition includes
all the important original theories and practices, as well as changes
derived from clinical experience and experiementation.
Peace Is Every Breath - Thich Nhat Hanh 2011-02-15
“Among Buddhist leaders influential in the West, Thich Nhat Hanh ranks
second only to the Dalai Lama.” —New York Times “Thich Nhat Hanh is a
holy man…. His ideas for peace, if applied, would build a monument to
ecumenism, to world brotherhood, to humanity.” —Martin Luther King,
Jr., nominating Thich Nhat Hanh for the Nobel Peace Prize in 1967. In
this much-anticipated follow-up to his bestselling classic, Peace Is Every
Step, Thich Nhat Hanh—one of the most revered spiritual leaders in the
world today—offers an insightful guide to living a fuller life. In this
deeply insightful meditation, the world-renowned Vietnamese Zen
Buddhist master, poet, scholar, and peace activist illuminates how each
of us can incorporate the practice of mindfulness into our every waking
moment. In the tradition of The Art of Happiness and Living Buddha,
Living Christ, Thich Nhat Hanh’s Peace Is Every Breath opens a pathway
to greater spiritual fulfillment through its patient examination of how we
live our lives.
Buddha Mind, Buddha Body - Thich Nhat Hanh 2008-11
Happiness - Thich Nhat Hanh 2005-07-20
Thich Nhat Hanh’s central teaching is that, through mindfulness, we can
learn to live in the present moment instead of in the past and in the
future. It’s only way to truly develop peace, both in one's self and in the
world. Now, for the first time, all Thich Nhat Hanh’s key practices are
collected in one accessible and easy-to-use volume. Happiness is
structured to introduce those new to Buddhist teachings as well as for
more experienced practitioners, serving as a quintessential resource of
mindfulness practices. Integrating these practices into daily life allows
the reader to begin to cultivate peace and joy within him/herself, leading
to solidity and freedom from fear, misunderstanding, and suffering. With
the practices offered in Happiness, Thich Nhat Hanh encourages the
reader to learn to do all the things they do in daily life with mindfulness;
to walk, sit, work, eat, and drive, with full awareness of what they are
doing. It can bring about a shift towards one of the principles of engaged
Buddhism, a shift towards practicing mindfulness in every moment of the
day and not just while ‘formally’ meditating. Thich Nhat Hanh
encourages his readers to “try to be intelligent and skillful in their
practice, approaching every aspect of the practice with curiosity and a
sense of search. It’s important to practice with understanding and not
just for the form and appearance. Enjoy your practice with a relaxed and
gentle attitude, with an open mind and receptive heart.”
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